QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Quick Change Discs
Quick change functionality reduces changeover downtime and eases transitions between grit, material, or even abrasive type where multistep processes are required.

- Available in all abrasive material types
- Several locking button styles to match your tooling
- Service a multitude of applications, from stock removal to polishing

Cartridge Rolls
Shape, port, deburr, finish or polish intricate and hard-to-reach areas with consistent cutting action as the wrapped design wears away to expose fresh abrasive layers.

- Straight, full taper or sidewall available for varying applications
- Coated offering includes Ceramic, Aluminum Oxide & Zirconia
- Aggressive enough for shaping and porting, cushioned for fine polishing

Flap, Duplex Wheels & Brushes
Shank mounted and unmounted coated flap wheels, satin flap brushes and interleaf duplex wheels with flexible flaps allow excellent control and conformability on a variety of shapes and workpieces.

- Inner tube deburring, clean & polish, remove and blend seams, parting lines, burrs or small welds
- Even flap wear for consistent finishing and scratch patterns on contours or flat surfaces
Surface Conditioning Belts

Additional flex for narrow belts ensures conformity and durability, while low stretch reinforcement provides stability, long life and reduced changeover on large equipment.

- Conforms to small contact wheels for application accuracy
- Open, nonwoven structure resists overheating, discoloration or loading
- Available for airfile, portable, backstand, wide and other belt machines

Nonwoven Discs

In both spindle-mounted and hook & loop attachments, high strength fibers withstand and maintain optimal rotational speeds for larger scale applications.

- Spindle-Mounted Satin Finishing
- Hook & Loop Surface Conditioning
- Large scale blending, cleaning, deburring or shaping

PSA Discs

Stationary or portable stock removal, blending, surface preparation or fine finishing with fast, toolless changeover in a variety of coated materials.

- Available in a variety of coated abrasive materials
- Durable adhesive is easy to apply and easy to remove
- Large disc sizes available for stationary or floor sanders
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CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR ON-SITE ANALYSIS AND TESTING
For over 50 years, we have been manufacturing coated and nonwoven abrasive products used in metal fabrication, industrial manufacturing, and specialty equipment production. Our standard product offering tackles the daily challenges of grinding, finishing, and polishing. For demanding applications such as those found in the Aerospace, Medical, and Power Generation fields, our team of experienced engineers will design an abrasive solution tailored to fit any job.

Our mission is to provide world-class quality coated and nonwoven abrasive products through a superior customer buying experience.

Markets We Serve
- Aerospace
- Automotive & Truck
- Aviation
- Food Processing Equipment
- Machine Shops
- Medical
- Metal Fabrication
- Military Applications
- Mold & Pattern
- Pipeline
- Stainless Steel Finishing
- Tube Manufacturing